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KEY CLUES

WHAT IT MEANS LOOKING AHEAD:

%

Life in lockdown means we have been forced to live without. Australians are re-evaluating 
what is truly essential to their lives, which will have an impact on what we value going 
forward. 

We are seeing a shift from materialism to frugality as people tighten their belts and rein in 
discretionary spend, both to weather out an uncertain economic future but also out of a lack 
of actual need at the moment.  And we’re realising we’re doing fine. In a climate where 
many have lost their jobs, any excessive spending feels insensitive. 

There is a sense that we are accelerating the momentum of minimalism and the increasing 
feeling that we don’t need so much stuff.  It started with Marie Kondo – will it continue with 
COVID? This is especially the case when we are seeing people using their time to clear 
out, tidy and optimise their space.

Sparking joy
 
While we may see a spike in revenge spending as people hit 
the shops and spend up big after months of deprivation, this 
may be short lived due to larger economic concerns.  Once 
the novelty wears off, there are likely to be categories that 
have lost their relevance or that we don’t feel we need to 
spend big on anymore. Will we need all those work clothes if 
we are working at home more often? 

With limited funds available there could well be a need to use 
discretionary spend on something that creates memories 
rather than gathers dust.

Will there be a demand for more experiential and sensory 
experiences that we have been starved of, from health and 
beauty through to art, travel and just pure fun?

Brands have an opportunity to tap into the desire for 
experiences, be part of something, and offer the products and 
pursuits that allow personal input and creativity. 

 

   

This is the reset we needed to re-evaluate 
how we were living. 

The Lab/Nature State of the Nation 
report, April 2020 

“Discretionary expenditure - I don’t feel like I need to go that kind of 
thing, I have everything we could really need” 

Female, 45, Melbourne
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